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NO2 atlas:
Take Home Messages

NO2 atlas at: https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/eur-
scientific-and-technical-research-reports/urban-no2-atlas

E. Pisoni
EC, JRC
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Key results from the JRC 
‘urban NO2 atlas’

E. Pisoni
EC, JRC
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Modelling approach
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SHERPA shows that the street and urban contributions are 
dominant  urban areas can solve their NO2 problem.
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What cities can do
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Introduction of a low emission zone (LEZ), typically 
a ban for older diesels and trucks.

Reduce the amount of traffic with a tax.
• Congestion charge in London
• Area C in Milan

Promote a modal shift to walking and cycling.
• ‘bike streets’, where cyclists have priority

But how to design these measures and assess their 
effectiveness?
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SHERPA-city
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• A webtool accessible to everyone
(https://integrated-assessment.jrc.ec.europa.eu/sherpacity)

• To improve user-friendliness:
• A default road network with traffic flows is provided
• Predefined vehicle fleets per country: 

• Current and future fleets
• Typical LEZ fleets: i.e. no pre-Euro 4 diesels

• Fast calculation of concentrations with a kernel approach.
• average concentration around a (1 kg/h) emission source
• Depends on weather conditions (wind speed and direction)

https://integrated-assessment.jrc.ec.europa.eu/sherpacity
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Observations
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Traffic share on total NOx
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NOx contributes to secondary PM
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Diesel is the main issue
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Euro standard in Europe
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Milan results
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Rome results
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Thank you
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